
From: Lyndsay Isidro <  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:21 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Lyndsay Isidro and I am a resident of Aptos, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lyndsay Isidro 

 

 

 

 
  



From: Natalie de Leon < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:34 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Natalie and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Natalie 

  



From: karizma chavez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:38 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Karizma and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Karizma C. 

  



From: Anson Nguyen < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:42 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Anson Nguyen and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, Anson Nguyen.  
-- 
Best regards, 
  
Anson Nguyen 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Edwin Benavides < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 6:48 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, 
 
My name is Edwin Benavides and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand accountability 
for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 
Edwin Benavides 

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: lupe h < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:14 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Mary Hernandez and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mary Hernandez 

  



From: Mario Rodriguez   

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:27 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Mario Rodríguez  and I am a resident of San José,  I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mario Rodríguez 

 

 
  



From: Corrina Gutierrez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:32 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen] 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Corrina Gutierrez and I am a resident of Hayward, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Corrina Gutierrez 

  



From: Joshua gonzalez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:40 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Jaime Joshua Gonzalez and I am a resident of Carson, Ca. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Joshua Gonzalez 

  



From: Parker Hardin < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:44 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Parker Hardin and I am a resident of San Jose california . I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Parker Hardin 

 

 

 

 
  



From: Amy Elizaga < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 7:55 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Amy Elizaga and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Amy Elizaga 

  



From: Leslie Ramos < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:03 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Leslie Ramos and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Ramos 

  



From: near nothing < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:14 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is alicia and I am a resident of San Jose, Ca. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive 
violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for 
displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
 Sincerely,  
Alicia 

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Jessica Herrera < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:08 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Jessica and I am a resident of Gilbert, Arizonaa. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jessica 

  



From: Mariah Scrempos < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:12 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Mariah and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362) on Friday May 29, 2020. I demand 
that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 
inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are 
lethal. In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police 
Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a "good kid" who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member 
Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays 
the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police 
officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other 
police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. Sincerely, Mariah 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Shannon < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:45 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Shannon Boardman and I am a resident of San Jose, Ca. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Boardman 

 
  



From: Patricia Garcia < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:58 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Trish and I am a resident of Hollister, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Trish 

  



From: Valeria Rojas < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 8:58 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Valeria Rojas and I am a resident of Castroville,CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Valeria Rojas 

 
  



From: Sierra Perales < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:22 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Sierra Perales and I am a resident of Fremont, Ca. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sierra Perales 

  



From: Elia Riou <  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:19 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Elia Riou and I am a resident of California, Sunnyvale. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Elia Riou 

 
  



From: Luz Alcala < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:40 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is [insert name] and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Luz Alcala < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:40 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is [insert name] and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Gillian Saunders < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:35 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Gillian Saunders and I am a resident of San Mateo, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gillian Saunders 

  



From: Rachel Neuberg < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:33 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Rachel Neuberg and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Neuberg 

  



From: Kristin < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:31 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kristin and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Walker 

  



From: Alexandria < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:30 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Alexandria Martinez and I am a resident of Salinas, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ms. Martinez 

 

 

Thank you, 

Alexandria Martinez 

  



From: Taylor Lueders  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 9:47 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Taylor Lueders and I was born in San Jose and am now a resident of Campbell, CA. I am emailing 

today to demand accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen 

(badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Taylor Lueders 

  



From: Cassandra Caronongan < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:12 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Cassandra and I am a resident of Milpitas, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cassandra 

  



From: Diosa de Guzman < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:22 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, 
 
My name is Diosa de Guzman and I am a resident of Campbell. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 

Diosa de Guzman 
  

  [External Email] 



From: GazelleInDisguise < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:23 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Giselle Guzman and I am a resident of Los Angles, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a disgusting and unnecessary abuse of power and 

endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence 

showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Giselle Guzman 

  



From: Julia Gaona < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:31 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Julia Gaona and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Julia Gaona 

  



From: Cassie Williams < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:31 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Julia C Williams and I am a resident of San Jose. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Julia C Williams 

  



From: Tien Theresa Dang  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:42 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Theresa Dang and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Dang 

 

  



From: Nathalie Emperador < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:46 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi,  
  
 My name is Nathalie Emperador and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 
the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be 
fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an 
investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In 
addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
  
Sincerely,  
Nathalie Emperador  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Carlos Pelayo < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:46 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Carlos Pelayo and I am a resident of Fremont California . I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Pelayo 

  



From: Cecilia Dang < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:50 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Cecilia Dang and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Cecilia Dang 

  



From: Manny Velazquez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:51 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is manny Vazquez and I am a resident of city of San Jose . I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mv 

 

  



From: Rachel Won < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:52 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Rachel and I am a resident of Los Gatos, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Won 

  



From: niapiper 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Shania Piper and I am a resident of Mountain View, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shania Piper 

  



From: Alex Gumbs < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:03 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Alex and I am a resident of Oakland, California. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alex 

  



From: Emilia Diaz-Magaloni  
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:04 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, 
 
My name is Emilia Díaz-Magaloni and I am a resident of Stanford, California. I am emailing today to demand 
accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 
  
Emilia Diaz-Magaloni  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Lauren Kale < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:08 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Lauren Kale and I am a resident of Los Angeles California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Kale 

  



From: Shawna Tran < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:10 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Shawna Tran, and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shawna Tran 

  



From: Avni Prasad < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:12 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Avni Prasad and I am a resident of Cupertino, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Avni 

  



From: Bonnie Brooks < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:12 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi,  

  

My name is Bonnie Brooks and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge 

#4362). 

  

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of 

unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his 

blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent.  

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at 

close range are lethal.  

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen 

responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, 

while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should 

be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous 

especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we 

are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 

officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions.  

 

Sincerely,  

Bonnie Brooks 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Jocelin Martinez < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:12 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Jocelyn Martinez and I am a resident of Los Angeles, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jocelyn Martinez 

  



From: Alejandra Ochoa < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:20 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Alejandra Ochoa and I am a resident of Mountain View CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alejandra Ochoa 

  



From: chhvu ebay < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:21 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Chuong Vu and I am a resident of [City/State]. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Chuong Vu 

  



From: Anthony Le  
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:26 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi,  
  
My name is Anthony Le and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
  
Sincerely,  
Anthony Le 
  

  [External Email] 



From: Jessica Carrillo  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:28 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Jessica Carrillo and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Carrillo 

  



From: Rasika Weling  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:28 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Rasika Weling and I am a resident of San Jose California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

  



From: Laura Murillo < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:31 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Laura Murillo and I am a teacher, students, and resident of Seattle, WA. I am emailing today to 

demand accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge 

#4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Laura Murillo. 

 

  



From: josue burgos < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:33 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Josue Burgos and I am a resident of San Francisco, CA. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Josue Burgos 

 

  



From: Michelle Cancellier < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:34 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Michelle Cancellier and I am a resident of San Francisco. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Cancellier 

 

  



From: Claudio Cordero < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:36 AM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, 
 
My name is Claudio and I am a resident of same Jose Ca . I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive 
violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 
 
I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I 
understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the 
public is apparent. 
 
Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate 
language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. 
 
In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief 
Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan 
Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the 
situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers 
is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police 
officers who abuse their power, are held accountable for their actions. 
 
Sincerely, 
  

Claudio Cordero Segura  
  
Please excuse any brevity  
  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Warda Khan < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:36 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Warda Khan and I am a resident of Santa Clara, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Warda Khan 

 

  



From: mpouliot03 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:37 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Megan Pouliot and I am a resident of San Francisco. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Megan Pouliot 

  



From: Shanell Griffin   

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:38 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Shanell Griffin and I am a resident of San Jose,CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shanell Griffin 

  



From: Kayla Allison Romero <> 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:43 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kayla Romero and I am a resident of Roseville, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kayla Romero 

  



From: Julian Robles < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:17 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Julian Robles and I am a resident of San José,CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for 

the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Julian Robles 

  



From: Tommy Dinh < > 
Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:19 PM 
To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 
Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 
  

  

 

  

Hi, My name is Tommy and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 
excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). I demand that Jared Yuen be fired 
for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed citizens. I understand that an investigation is 
being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for the safety of the public is apparent. Yuen handled the 
situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using inappropriate language and 
proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close range are lethal. In addition to Yuen's 
actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for 
instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City Council member Lan Diep stated that 
Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is 
extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and 
we are demanding justice for the victims of his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse 
their power, are held accountable for their actions.  
  
Sincerely, 
Tommy  

  
  

  [External Email] 



From: Kayla Allison Romero < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:43 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kayla Romero and I am a resident of Roseville, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kayla Romero 

  



From: Anthony McClure < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:56 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Anthony McClure and I am a resident of Mountain View, Ca. I am also a middle school history 

teacher in Sunnyvale, Ca. If you had to look 120 kids in the eyes, through a computer screen right now and 

explain to them what’s happening in the world, you’d understand why I am writing you. 

 

I am emailing today to demand accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police 

officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Prove to my students that this world isn’t the evil place they’re being presented with. 

 

Sincerely, 

Anthony McClure 

 

  



From: Yahoo! < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:56 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Amanda and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Amanda 

. 

  



From: Ariana Vergonio <  

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 11:57 AM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Ariana and I am a resident of Sunnyvale. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ariana 

  



From: Tracey Luong < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:05 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Tracey Luong and I am a resident of San Jose, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Luong 

 

 

  



From: Alexa Raudes < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:11 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Alexa Raudes and I am a resident of San Jose, CA. I am emailing today to demand accountability 

for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alexa Raudes 

  



From: Katie Howe < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:12 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Katie Howe and I am a resident of Los Gatos, California. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Katie Howe 

 

  



From: Kelley Hokenson < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:14 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Kelley and I am a resident of San Jose, ca. I am emailing today to demand accountability for the 

excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Kelley 

 

  



From: Julia K < > 

Sent: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:21 PM 

To: IPA <ipa@sanjoseca.gov> 

Subject: Accountability for Jared Yuen 

 

 

 

Hi, 

 

My name is Julia Kaloustian and I have lived in San Jose, CA my whole life. I am emailing today to demand 

accountability for the excessive violence displayed by the San Jose police officer Jared Yuen (badge #4362). 

 

I demand that Jared Yuen be fired for displaying a gross abuse of power and endangering the lives of unarmed 

citizens. I understand that an investigation is being done, but video evidence showing his blatant disregard for 

the safety of the public is apparent. 

 

Yuen handled the situation inappropriately and unprofessionally. He escalated the situation by using 

inappropriate language and proceeded to fire projectiles at the public. These projectiles when fired at close 

range are lethal. 

 

In addition to Yuen's actions, I am disappointed in San Jose officials who are not holding Yuen responsible. 

Police Chief Eddie Garcia, for instance, said that Yuen is a good kid who made a mistake, while San Jose City 

Council member Lan Diep stated that Yuen should not be fired and that he should be given a “chance to 

atone”. This rhetoric downplays the situation and is extremely dangerous especially when there are lives at 

stake. The lack of accountability of police officers is apparent and we are demanding justice for the victims of 

his brutality. I demand that Yuen, as well as other police officers who abuse their power, are held accountable 

for their actions. 

 

Sincerely, 

Julia Kaloustian 

 

 

 


